
Mathematis 375 { Probability and Statistis 1Information on Exam 2November 9, 2005General InformationThe seond midterm exam will be given either Wednesday evening November 16, orin lass on Friday, November 18. The exam will over the material we have disussed sinethe �rst exam, up to and inluding the material on Thebyshe�'s Theorem and momentgenerating funtions we disussed on Friday, November 4.Format and GroundrulesThis will be an losed book exam, but you may prepare one side of a 3� 5 inh indexard with formulas and any other information you want to inlude, bring it to the examand onsult it at any time. I will provide opies of the tables for Poisson and normalprobabilities from the text. Calulators allowed.TopisThe topis to be overed are:1) The hypergeometri and Poisson disrete probability distributions { Setions 3.7 and3.8.2) Moment-generating funtions for disrete random variables { Setion 3.9.3) Continuous random variables and probability distributions, dfs and pdfs { Setion4.24) Expeted values for ontinuous random variables { Setion 4.35) Uniform, Normal, Gamma, and Beta distributions { Note that this inludes the def-inition and properties of the Gamma and Beta funtions. Be prepared for problemslike those on the homework where you need to �nd the mean and variane of somefuntion of a random variable of one of these types, and also for problems where youmight use the geometri or binomial distributions in ombination with one of these {Setions 4.4 - 4.76) Moment-generating funtions for ontinuous random variables { Setion 4.97) Thebyshe�'s Theorem { Setion 4.10Review SessionI will be happy to run a pre-exam review session if there is interest. The evening ofMonday, November 14 would be best if we do the exam on Wednesday, but other timesmight be possible too.
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Suggested Review ProblemsFrom the text: Chapter 3/157, 158, 160, 173, Chapter 4/67, 88, 101, 110, 128, 129,52 and 131, 132, 133, 135, 136, 137, 142, 150, 151Sample ExamDislaimer: The following problems represent the approximate length and level of diÆultyof the upoming exam; the atual exam problems may di�er substantially from these.Comments: Any general formula we have studied (or that you �nd in the text!) for mean,variane, et. an be used without omment (i.e. you don't need to rederive it in yousolution).I. (15) Ten ollege students, exatly four of whom are not of legal age, go out to a barand all order aloholi beverages. The waitperson taking their order selets 5 students atrandom from the group to \ard" and must refuse to serve any one who is under legalage. What is the probability that exatly 2 students will be refused servie? (Assume,unrealistially perhaps, that eah ID shows that student's atual age!)II. The fration Y of impurities in a tank-ar lot of industrial grade potassium perhlorateis a random variable with probability density funtionf(y) = � y2(1� y)2 if 0 < y < 10 otherwiseA) (10) What is the value of the onstant ?B) (10) What is the variane of Y ?C) (10) Find the umulative distribution funtion for Y .D) (10) Find P (:1 � Y � :25).III. The life in years of a ertain type of eletrial swith has an exponential distributionwith mean 2 years.A) (15) What is the probability that a single swith will fail during the �rst year after itis installed?B) (5) If 100 of these swithes are installed in di�erent, independently operating systems,what is the probability that at most 30 fail during the �rst year? (You need notobtain a single deimal approximation to this number; a formula for omputing it willsuÆe.)IV. The weights of a population of miniature poodles are normally distributed with mean� = 8kg and standard deviation � = :9kg.A) (15) What is the probability that a randomly seleted poodle will have weight between7:3kg and 9:1kg? 2



B) (10) Let Y be the weight of a poodle from the population as a random variable.What is E(Y 3)? (Note: part redit will be given for a orret verbal desription ofa proedure that ould be used to derive this value even if you annot arry out theproedure ompletely.)Extra Credit (10) Let Y be a random variable with probability density funtionf(y) = n ye�y if y > 00 otherwiseFind the moment-generating funtion mY (t), assuming t < 1.
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